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This paper deals with the construction of a conservative method for coupling a fluid mechanics solver and
a heat diffusion code. This method has been designed for unsteady applications.
Fluid and solid computational domains are simultaneously integrated by dedicated solvers. A coupling
procedure is periodically called to compute and update the boundary conditions at the solid/fluid inter-
face. First, the issue of general constraints for coupling methods is addressed. The concept of interpolation
scheme is introduced to define the way to compute the interface conditions. Then, the case of the Finite
Volume Method is thoroughly studied. The properties of stability and accuracy have been optimized to
define the best coupling boundary conditions: the most robust method consists in assigning a Dirichlet
condition on the fluid side of the interface and a Robin condition on the solid side. The accuracy is very
dependent on the interpolation scheme. Moreover, conservativity has been specifically addressed in our
methodology. This numerical property is made possible by the use of both the Finite Volume Method and
the corrective method proposed in the current paper. The corrective method allows the cancellation of
the possible difference between heat fluxes on the two sides of the interface.
This method significantly improves accuracy in transient phases. The corrective process has also been
designed to be as robust as possible. The verification of our coupling method is extensively discussed in
this article: the numerical results are compared with the analytical solution of an infinite thick plate in a
suddenly accelerated flow (and with the results of other coupling approaches).
1. Introduction
Many industrial applications are subject to strong thermal
interactions between fluids and solids. Severe configurations exhi-
bit intense aerothermal phenomena, involving complex flows and
geometries, unusual thermal conditions at their boundaries and
multiple fluids and solids.
Conjugate heat transfer is thus akey industrial issuewhich canbe
investigated in several ways. Analytical approaches produce inter-
esting information to identify the leading parameters of a problem
and to verify codes. But their applicability is restricted to very simple
configurations (such as forced convection over an infinite or semi-
infinite thickplate [1,2] or in a channelwith thickwalls [3]). Alterna-
tively, experiments are essential at least for validation (for instance,
the study reported in paper [4]). But they are expensive. The devel-
opment of new technologies thus cannot rely only on experiments.
That is why numerical simulations are absolutely necessary. For
a long time, they have consisted of decoupled studies. For instance,
numerical flow simulations were performed with given thermal
boundary conditions (often adiabatic or isothermal). This approxi-
mate method does not account for the fact that convection affects
the fields of temperature and heat fluxes in the solid. There is an
essential condition for computing both fluid and solid parts accu-
rately. At their interface, the boundary conditions must be properly
calculated.
Coupled methods are therefore necessary for conjugate heat
transfer. There is a particular need for unsteady studies. For exam-
ple, in the aeronautical industry, several transient phases occur in a
jet engine during a flight. The safety margins are usually set by
steady-state approaches. They could be reduced by a better charac-
terization of transient phenomena.
Sondak et al. [5] have noticed that many studies mainly produce
steady-state results for aerothermal fields in turbines [6–10].
Several solver couplings are also dedicated to very specific config-
urations, with specific geometries or solvers (studies in the fields of
space [11], combustion [12,13]). Besides, more and more unsteady
applications can be found in the literature [5,12–15,21].
Sometimes, the whole computation uses a single fluid solver
which treats solid parts as rigid bodies. But it is usual to couple
distinct fluid and solid solvers. The fluid and solid domains are
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integrated by separate solvers or procedures which periodically
exchange data.
The method proposed in the current paper is intended to be
appropriate for unsteady computations and to ensure robustness,
accuracy and conservativity. This has implied a choice among
methodological options widely discussed in the literature (sequen-
tial or parallel coupling strategy, nature of the boundary condition
at the interface for the different solvers).
In terms of accuracy, the coupling methodology affects
unsteady calculations more than steady-state simulations. Most
coupling methods do not ensure the proper instantaneous
conditions at the solid/fluid interface. This issue will be extensively
discussed in the current article. The innovative concept of interpo-
lation scheme will be introduced. A novel interpolation scheme
will be proposed and compared to more usual approaches of the
literature.
Moreover, our coupling methodology is intended to be conser-
vative. This concept is poorly discussed in the literature of coupling
strategies. Conservativity ensures that no energy is lost during
the computation. This requires the use of the original method
described in this paper. It will be demonstrated that a conservative
method improves accuracy even though the codes exchange data
at small frequencies, which leads to gains in computational cost.
A verification case will show the efficiency of our method.
2. Physical problem
This section presents the main equations describing heat trans-
fer in a solid, in a fluid and at their interface. In the whole paper,
the subscripts I; S and F will denote the properties at the interface,
in the solid and in the fluid, respectively.
2.1. Conservation laws and heat transfer in solids and fluids
Solids and fluids are governed by conservation laws in the gen-
eral form
@U
@t
þr!ð~FðUÞÞ ¼ S; ð1Þ
where U is a vector of conserved quantities, ~F is a flux tensor and S
is a vector of source terms.
2.1.1. Heat transfer in solids
For solids, U ¼ eS;~F ¼ U!S and S ¼ qSUs;S, where the internal
energy eS depends on the temperature TS : eS ¼ qScSTS. The heat
flux density is given by Fourier’s law U
!
S ¼ ÿkS r!TS. Us;S is a heat
source. qS, cS and kS are the mass density, the specific heat capacity
and the thermal conductivity of the material, respectively.
2.1.2. Heat transfer in fluids
For fluids, Eq. (1) represents the Navier–Stokes equations [16].
Heat transfer is more specifically described by the law of conserva-
tion of energy
@qFeF
@t
þdivðqFeF V
!
Fÿ R
!!
F  V
!
FþU!FÞÿqFFF
!
V!FÿqFUs;F ¼0; ð2Þ
where the total energy of the fluid is given by eF ¼ rcÿ 1 TF þ
V
!2
F
2
.
Thus, heat transfer involves convection (divðqFeF V
!
FÞ), a heat source
due to viscous effects (included in divðÿR!
!
F  V
!
FÞ), heat diffusion
(divðU!FÞ ¼ divðÿkFr!TFÞ) and other heat sources (qFUs;F). V
!
F ;qF
and TF are the flow velocity, the fluid density and the temperature,
respectively. kF is the thermal conductivity, r is the specific gas
constant and c is the heat capacity ratio. FF
!
represents the body
forces (for instance gravity), R
!!
F is the stress tensor.
2.2. Solid/fluid interface
Under the assumption of perfect thermal contact, normal heat
flux and temperature are continuous across the interface between
a solid and a fluid. The heat flux condition UI ¼ U!I ~n (~n is the
surface normal, here oriented from the solid to the fluid) and the
temperature condition T I at the interface should thus be such that
UI ¼ UI;S ¼ ÿUI;F ;
T I ¼ T I;S ¼ T I;F ;
ð3Þ
where the subscripts I;S and I;F have been introduced to indicate
conditions right at the interface on the solid and fluid sides, respec-
tively (see Fig. 1 in the case of the Finite Volume Method). Here, the
heat flux vector U
!
I;S is oriented from the solid to the fluid (whereas
conversely, U
!
I;F leaves the fluid).
During the independent integrations of the solid and fluid
domains, the solvers do not enforce both temperature and heat flux
at their interface. Therefore, Eq. (3) cannot always be satisfied.
Coupling a fluid solver and a solid solver consists of periodically
updating their interface boundary condition so that the heat flux
UI and the temperature T I fulfil condition (3) at each face of the
interface. The numerical evaluations of UI and T I actually depend
on temperature and heat flux in the solid and fluid domains (TS,
TF ;US and UF , respectively) and on other parameters such as the
solid and fluid heat conductances (hS and hF , which will be more
precisely defined in Section 4.1.1):
UI ¼ FUðUS;UF ; TS; TFÞ;
T I ¼ FTðUS;UF ; TS; TFÞ:

ð4Þ
F ¼ ðFU;FTÞ will be called an interpolation scheme. At this
stage, it is not specified where exactly TS; TF ;US and UF are
assessed. For temperature specifically, TS and TF may be assessed
either at the interface or at the neighboring node (or at the centroid
of the neighboring cell).
3. General coupling strategy
In this section, the main properties of our coupling strategy will
be described independently of the discretization technique used in
the coupled solvers. Section 4 will deal with the application of this
strategy to the Finite Volume Method.
3.1. Coupling process
Several strategies can be employed to couple fluid and solid
solvers. Duchaine [15] has proposed to distinguish between
sequential (Fig. 2) and parallel coupling strategies (Fig. 3).
Sn I
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Fig. 1. Adjacent cells in the vicinity of a coupling interface.
In the sequential approach, the solid and fluid solvers are run
alternately, each of them providing the boundary condition of
the other. In the example of Fig. 2, at coupling step N, the fluid code
provides a boundary condition to the solid solver. The solid domain
is then integrated during NS iterations. At the following synchroni-
zation, the fluid solver receives data from the solid solver, allowing
to solve the fluid domain. The sequential coupling strategy is quite
easy to implement, because the solvers are successively loaded
into all the required processors of the parallel machine. But it is
mainly expected to be accurate for steady-state computations
(actually, it is often used with steady-state codes [10]). Obtaining
an accurate solution during the whole unsteady integration would
require a local convergence (therefore an iterative process) at each
time step.
In the parallel approach (Fig. 3), the two solvers are run
together (in parallel) once the boundary conditions have been
updated at their interface (at a coupling step). The fluid and solid
domains are independently solved during a cycle of duration Dt
(which is the coupling period, Fig. 3(a)). The time steps dtF and
dtS are not necessarily equal. A cycle involves a coupling step and
the subsequent integration of the fluid and solid domains (until
the following exchange). Dt is thus a global time step linked to
the coupled calculation, whereas dtF and dtS are related to the inde-
pendent solver computations. Dt is chosen after the physics of the
problem in order to reach a satisfactory trade-off between accuracy
and time resolution. This point will be addressed in Section 5. The
stability of coupling processes is a particular problem discussed in
reference [17]. For instance, the condition that Dt must fulfil is dif-
ferent from the usual CFL or Fourier conditions.
In the general approach investigated in the current paper, the
coupling step has two components. First, the interface conditions
are computed from data provided by both solvers at the end of
each cycle. Second, boundary conditions are assigned to the solv-
ers. In Duchaine’s parallel method, the first step is skipped and
the solvers directly exchange their temperature and flux conditions
at the boundary.
As discussed in Duchaine’s article [15], the parallel coupling
strategy is recommended for unsteady problems. It is all the more
efficient in terms of computational cost as Dt is large (which
reduces the frequency of exchanges between the solvers). The fre-
quency of coupling steps influences the stability, the accuracy and
the restitution time of the computation.
The parallel coupling strategy is thus selected for the current
method. But three aspects of the coupling must still be specified:
1. the exact type of boundary conditions used by the two
solvers at the interface. This defines a couple of boundary
conditions, which will be specified in Section 3.2.2;
2. the way the interface conditions are computed, or, in other
words, the selection of the interpolation scheme. This point
will be addressed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3 (as well as in
Section 4.1, in the case of the Finite Volume Method);
3. the method that ensures conservativity (Fig. 3(b)), which
will be explained in Section 3.3 (and in Section 4.2 in the
specific case of the Finite Volume Method).
The coupling strategy will have to be accurate, stable and con-
servative while using as large Dt as possible. The stress will be put
on the constraints that will ensure these properties.
3.2. Constraints and purpose
3.2.1. Consistency
Consistency is an important property of numerical methods for
conservation laws such as Eq. (1). r!ð~FðUÞÞ is computed by using a
numerical scheme. For instance, in a 1D form for illustration, at
point i [18],
@~FðUÞ
@x
’
~Fiþ1=2ðUiþk;Uiÿkþ1;k2 f1; . . . ;NgÞÿ~Fiÿ1=2ðUiÿ1þk;Uiÿk;k2f1; . . . ;NgÞ
dx
;
ð5Þ
where dx is the grid cell size, N 2 N and ~F is called the numerical
flux (whereas~F is the physical flux).~F is a function of the values of
U at the neighboring points. The consistency condition states that
[18]
Fig. 2. Sequential coupling strategy.
Fig. 3. Parallel coupling strategy.
~Fiþ1=2ðUiþk;Uiÿkþ1; k 2 f1; . . . ;NgÞ
¼~FðUðxiþ1=2ÞÞ when 8k; Uiþk ¼ Uiÿkþ1 ¼ U; ð6Þ
This condition ensures the consistency of Eq. (5) with the original
Eq. (1).
Likewise, if U0 and T0 are arbitrary values of heat flux and
temperature, a consistency condition can be designed for the inter-
polation scheme as:
jFUðUS;UF ;TS;TFÞ j¼jU0 j
FTðUS;UF ;TS;TFÞ¼ T0

whenUS¼ÿUF ¼U0 and TS¼ TF ¼ T0:
ð7Þ
It ensures that an infinitely small discretization produces cor-
rect results. It also ensures that the state of equilibrium is stable
once it has been reached, because the equilibrium temperature
and heat flux remain enforced at the interface. The interpolation
schemes which satisfy condition (7) must be recommended.
3.2.2. Coupling boundary conditions
Once the conditionsUI and T I have been computed using Eq. (4),
the boundary condition can be applied at the interface as a
Neumann condition (UI is enforced), as a Dirichlet condition (T I
is enforced) or even as a Robin condition (with a heat transfer
coefficient hI , a reference temperature T I;ref and a reference flux
UI;ref ). hI; T I;ref and UI;ref must fulfil the condition
UI ¼ hIðT I ÿ T I;refÞ þUI;ref : ð8Þ
More specifically, a couple of boundary conditions must be
enforced (one condition per domain). Some authors [5,19] have
selected the couple of boundary conditions at the solid/fluid inter-
face as follows: the heat flux of the fluid is assigned to the solid and
conversely the temperature of the solid is assigned to the fluid.
Hence, the boundary conditions are a Neumann condition for the
solid and a Dirichlet condition for the fluid. This option proves to
be the most robust one in Giles’ stability analysis [20]. To further
improve the stability of the coupling process, a Robin condition
is often preferred to the Neumann condition [7,9,15,21].
In the current paper, the notation for the two coupling bound-
ary conditions will refer to the solid/fluid conditions, in that order:
for instance, Robin/Dirichlet for a Robin condition assigned to the
solid and a Dirichlet condition assigned to the fluid. It must be
noted that the couple of boundary conditions is mainly selected
on the basis of stability criteria [17].
3.2.3. Characteristics of unsteady coupling, influence of interpolation
schemes
Steady coupling methods must at least ensure convergence to
equilibrium of temperature and heat flux. For that purpose, the
interpolation scheme must fulfil condition (7).
Extension to unsteady methods is not straightforward.
Unsteady methods are expected to be accurate at each time of
the computation. But a poor interpolation scheme induces errors
which may vanish only once steady-state has been achieved. These
errors may not even decrease over time if the computed case is
purely unsteady.
As was explained earlier, a lot of methods found in the literature
directly exchange their temperature and heat flux at the interface
(Neumann/Dirichlet [5,19] or Robin/Dirichlet [7,9,15,21] boundary
conditions), hence using a very basic ‘‘interpolation scheme’’. The
following example will illustrate that such an inappropriate inter-
polation scheme induces a non-physical transient. Let us consider
two coupled 1D domains whose initial temperatures T1 and T2
are uniform, in the solid and in the fluid, respectively (Fig. 4). At
t ¼ 0s, the uniform temperature in the fluid domain implies
r!T
 
2
~n ¼ 0 and U2 ¼ 0. Hence, using the Neumann/Dirichlet
approach of the literature, the boundary condition is
UI ¼ UI;Fðt ¼ 0sÞ ¼ U2 ¼ 0 on the solid side of the interface. On
the fluid side, it is T I ¼ T I;Sðt ¼ 0sÞ ¼ T1. UI is thus largely underes-
timated (the real value is infinite). But it is also very different from
the heat flux computed during the subsequent fluid integration,
which is for instance with a first-order scheme: kF
T2 ÿ T1
d=2
– 0
(where d is the size of the first cell at the interface on the fluid side,
as shown in Fig. 4). Thus, evaluating interface conditions in that
way can introduce major errors which at least affect unsteady
accuracy.
Actually, the interpolation scheme F must be as consistent as
possible with the spatial schemes used by the solid and fluid solv-
ers. It is now assumed that F is exactly inferred from the schemes
of the solvers. If the solvers have equal time steps and are coupled
at each time step (Dt ¼ dtF ¼ dtS), there is no mismatch between
the heat fluxes at the surfaces of the two domains. Consequently,
the heat flux is conserved and perfect equilibrium is achieved dur-
ing the whole integration. But if dtF – dtS, the two domains are
independently solved between two consecutive coupling steps
(Fig. 3(a)). Therefore, regardless of the selected couple of boundary
conditions, temperature and heat flux usually cannot be continu-
ous at the interface all along the integration.
In the coupling method described hereafter, F is expected to be
accurate by simultaneously and instantaneously balancing both
temperature and heat flux at the interface. Derivation of F will
be extensively discussed in the framework of the Finite Volume
Method (Section 4.1.2, Eq. (16)).
3.3. A method for conservative coupling
Reference [17] has demonstrated that a non-conservative
approach could result in significant errors in the steady-state
computation of cases where Neumann conditions are assigned at
all external boundaries and where at least one of the coupling
boundary conditions is not a Neumann condition (which is often
the case, at least for ensuring stability). It will be shown that using
a conservative coupling method can also improve the accuracy of
unsteady simulations (Section 5).
Let us assume that one of the coupling boundary conditions is
not a Neumann condition. During the independent integrations
of the two domains, the heat fluxes may be different on the two
sides of the solid/fluid interface. This will produce energy losses.
Indeed, the heat flux is enforced at the interface (and therefore
equal on both sides) during the whole cycle only if Neumann
conditions are assigned to both solvers. A corrective method is con-
structed to prevent such energy losses. This method, depicted in
Fig. 3(b), consists of three steps:
d
T(t=0s)=T1 T(t=0s)=T2
solid fluid
Fig. 4. Fluid and solid domains with uniform initial temperatures.
1. the computation of the transferred energies: the solvers com-
pute the thermal energy transferred across each face of the
interface during a cycle (solid: ES, and fluid: EF):
ES ¼
R tþDt
t
R
S
U
!
I;SðtÞ  dS~ndt;
EF ¼
R tþDt
t
R
S
U
!
I;FðtÞ  dS~ndt:
ð9Þ
~n is the surface normal, S is the face area. If energy was con-
served during the whole cycle, ES ¼ ÿEF;
2. the computation of the conservative correction: at the coupling
step, transferred energies ES and EF are compared face by face.
The real amount of energy transferred across the interface
(which is most probably neither ES nor EF) is not known and
must be estimated. As shown in Fig. 5, the estimator EI is inter-
polated as follows: EI ¼ kES þ ð1ÿ kÞðÿEFÞ. The weighting coef-
ficient k takes values within the range ½0;1. Corrective energies
are inferred:
DES ¼ EI ÿ ES ¼ ðkÿ 1ÞðES þ EFÞ;
DðÿEFÞ ¼ ÿDðEFÞ ¼ EI ÿ ðÿEFÞ ¼ kðES þ EFÞ;
ð10Þ
3. the assignment of the correction: the corrective energies DES
and DEF can be assigned either as flux conditions at the inter-
face or as increments of temperature like DTS ¼ ÿ DESqScSVS
(for
instance in the adjacent cells of volume VS in the solid, in the
framework of the Finite Volume Method). Besides, DES and
DEF can be applied before or after updating the coupling bound-
ary conditions. They can even be distributed over a given num-
ber of iterations of the following cycle. These options are called
pre-update, post-update and distributed corrections,
respectively (Fig. 6).
Consequently, the corrective energy is spatially (through the
use of k) and temporally distributed. There are several ways to
make these distributions. All of them ensure conservativity and
improved accuracy but they are discriminated by their impact on
stability.
Step 1 requires that the solvers compute the thermal energy
transferred across each face of the interface during a cycle. It
may be an intrusive part of the coupling method: integration of E
(Eq. (9)) must be implemented into the solvers. Step 3 can also
be intrusive, as will be seen in the case of the Finite Volume
Method (Section 4.2).
4. The case of the Finite Volume Method
The solvers used in this study are based on the Finite Volume
Method. The details of an efficient coupling scheme will be given
in this framework.
The Finite Volume Method is a broadly used discretization tech-
nique. It is designed to solve conservation equations such as Eq. (1)
on structured or unstructured meshes in a conservative way. For
any further information about this method, the interested reader
will refer to [18] for example.
4.1. Interface boundary condition
Let us consider a face f at the interface, in the case of match-
ing meshes (Fig. 1). Sn and Fn are the centroids of the adjacent
cells in the solid and fluid domains, respectively. I is the centroid
of face f.
The interface boundary conditions are computed at the
coupling steps. Preliminary conditions are assessed at the end of
the previous cycle, either at the cell centroids T0Sn ; T
0
Fn
 
or at the
interface (T0I;S;U
0
I;S; T
0
I;F ;U
0
I;F , see Fig. 1). In general, T
0
I;S – T
0
I;F and
U0I;S
  – U0I;F  because of the independent computations of the solid
and fluid domains during a cycle. The coupling method calls an
interpolation scheme, which will be specified in the current sec-
tion, to compute a single couple of values for temperature (T I)
and heat flux (UI) at the interface.
4.1.1. Assumptions
To derive relevant estimators of T I and UI , a simplified typical
case is addressed. Thus, the current interpolation scheme is based
on two simplifying assumptions:
1. no wall function is used to solve the fluid. It means that either
the flow is laminar or the grid is fine enough to ensure that Fn
lies in the linear region of the thermal boundary layer (yþ < 5,
where yþ is the wall coordinate of the first grid point [22]).
The method could be improved to cope with more general flows
and grids. A possible approach would consist in using an equiv-
alent fluid conductivity, which would be computed from the
heat flux provided by the wall function and from the gradient
of temperature in the fluid. This would, however, require fur-
ther investigation and is beyond the scope of this paper;
2. a first-order approximation is used to express the normal
heat fluxes UnI;S and U
n
I;F at the interface at time level n.
For instance, it is possible to write the vector flux
U
!n
I;S ¼ ÿkS
TnI;S ÿ TnSn
SnI
!  
SnI
!
SnI
!  þ dU
!
S, where the first term is the flux
directed from the cell centroid to the interface centroid. The
remainder dU
!
S cannot be easily determined since it depends
on the ‘‘non-aligned’’ temperature gradient (but it vanishes in
a purely 1D approach for instance). Thus, using the distances
dS ¼ SnI
!
SnI
!
jSnI
!
 n!j
and dF ¼ FnI
!  FnI!
j FnI!  n! j and the heat conductances
hS ¼ kS
dS
and hF ¼ kF
dF
to simplify the equations yields
UnI;S ’ ÿkS
TnI;SÿTnSn
dS
¼ ÿhS TnI;S ÿ TnSn
 
;
UnI;F ’ ÿkF
TnI;FÿTnFn
dF
¼ ÿhF TnI;F ÿ TnFn
 
:
8><
>: ð11Þ
The purpose here is to make a first step towards the use of a
proper interpolation scheme for coupling methods. These assump-
tions will provide simple expressions for interpolation scheme F.
This approach is less accurate than if a higher-order approximation
was used (or if wall functions were accounted for). But Section 5
will show that it is already far more accurate than usual
approaches.Fig. 5. Correction method: estimation of the corrective energy.
4.1.2. Proposed interpolation scheme
The purpose of the interpolation scheme is to enforce Eq. (3),
hence to update the values of temperature T I and heat flux UI at
the interface so that, at the coupling step n ¼ 1 (which is the begin-
ning of the first iteration of the cycle), T1I;S ¼ T1I;F ¼ T I and
U1I;S ¼ ÿU1I;F ¼ UI . Thus at n ¼ 1, given preliminary conditions pro-
vided by the coupled solvers T1Sn  T0Sn and T1Fn  T0Fn , these
updated interface values still satisfy Eq. (11) if
UI ¼ ÿhS T I ÿ T0Sn
 
¼ hF T I ÿ T0Fn
 
; ð12Þ
which implies that
T I ¼
hST
0
Sn
þ hFT0Fn
hS þ hF : ð13Þ
Additionally, by eliminating T0Sn and T
0
Fn
thanks to Eq. (11), Eq.
(13) yields
T I ¼
hST
0
I;S þ hFT0I;F þU0I;F þU0I;S
hS þ hF : ð14Þ
It must be noted that U0I;F and U
0
I;S are produced by the coupled
solvers. Thus, they account for the complete temperature gradient
as accurately as the numerical schemes permit (and they do not
depend on the approximated expressions of Eq. (11)). Eventually,
a good estimator of the heat flux at the interface is obtained by
eliminating T I in Eq. (12):
UI ¼ hShFðhSþhF Þ T
0
Sn
ÿ T0Fn
 
¼ hShFðhSþhF Þ T
0
I;S ÿ T0I;F
 
þ hShFðhSþhF Þ
U0
I;S
hF
ÿ U
0
I;F
hS
 
:
ð15Þ
Interpolation scheme F is therefore inferred from Eqs. (4), (14)
and (15):
FU U
0
I;S;U
0
I;F ; T
0
I;S; T
0
I;F
 
¼ hShFðhSþhF Þ T
0
I;S ÿ T0I;F þ
U0
I;S
hF
ÿ U
0
I;F
hS
 
;
FT U
0
I;S;U
0
I;F ; T
0
I;S; T
0
I;F
 
¼ hST
0
I;SþhFT0I;FþU0I;FþU0I;S
hSþhF :
8><
>: ð16Þ
Scheme F fulfils condition (7). T I and UI can be respectively
assigned as Dirichlet and Neumann conditions (UI for the solid,
or ÿUI for the fluid) at the interface until the following coupling
step (that is at each iteration n of the cycle, although the derivation
has been made, necessarily, at n ¼ 1).
A Robin condition can also be computed, for instance in the
solid domain, with
or
hI ¼ UITIÿT0Fn ¼ hF ; T I;ref ¼ T
0
Fn
; UI;ref ¼ 0;
hI ¼ UI
TIÿ T0I;Fþ
U0
I;F
hF
  ¼ hF ; T I;ref ¼ T0I;F ; UI;ref ¼ ÿU0I;F :
8><
>: ð17Þ
These expressions (which both have the same value for hI)
directly result from Eq. (8) with UI;ref ¼ 0 and T I;ref ¼ T0Fn in the first
case and with UI;ref ¼ ÿU0I;F and T I;ref ¼ T0I;F in the second case.
Let NS denote the number of iterations per cycle in the solid
domain (which means that Dt ¼ NSdtS), the boundary condition
at the interface is (8n 2 f1;NSg)
or
TnI;S ¼ T I ¼ FTðU0I;S;U0I;F ; T0I;S; T0I;FÞ ðDirichletÞ;
UnI;S ¼ UI ¼ FUðU0I;S;U0I;F ; T0I;S; T0I;FÞ ðNeumannÞ;
UnI;S ¼ ÿU0I;Fþ
FUðU0I;S ;U0I;F ;T0I;S ;T0I;F Þ
FT ðU0I;S ;U0I;F ;T0I;S ;T0I;F Þÿ T0I;Fþ
U0
I;F
hF
  TnI;S ÿ T0I;F  ðRobinÞ:
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð18Þ
The same kind of relations can be obtained in the fluid domain.
4.1.3. Other possible interpolation schemes
Scheme based on the literature. G denotes here the scheme
used by most authors, which is not based on a genuine interpola-
tion. Indeed, the temperature of the solid domain is enforced at
the fluid boundary and the heat flux of the fluid is assigned to
the solid [5,19]:
GU U
0
I;S;U
0
I;F ; T
0
I;S; T
0
I;F
 
¼ U0I;F ;
GT U
0
I;S;U
0
I;F ; T
0
I;S; T
0
I;F
 
¼ T0I;S:
8><
>: ð19Þ
Thus, the Robin/Dirichlet version of this usual method, which is
most robust [7,9,15,21], reads
and
8n 2 f1;NFg; TnI;F ¼ GT U0I;S;U0I;F ; T0I;S; T0I;F
 
;
8n 2 f1;NSg;UnI;S ¼ kFdF T
n
I;S ÿ T0Fn
 
:
8><
>: ð20Þ
Scheme G fulfils condition (7).
Scheme based on physical considerations. Another scheme
can be designed according to the following physical law. Let bF
and bS be the fluid and solid effusivities b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kqc
pÿ
, where, for
the fluid, c is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure,
cpF ¼
cr
cÿ 1

. Then,
Fig. 6. Distribution of conservative correction over time.
T I ¼
bFT
0
Fn
þ bST0Sn
bF þ bS
ð21Þ
is the initial temperature at the interface of two semi-infinite walls
of initial temperatures T0Fn and T
0
Sn
. This physical consideration does
not allow to define a heat flux at the interface (whose initial value is
infinite). Consequently, the interpolation scheme H
HU U
0
I;S;U
0
I;F ; T
0
Sn
; T0Fn
 
undefined;
HT U
0
I;S;U
0
I;F ; T
0
Sn
; T0Fn
 
¼ bFT
0
Fn
þbST0Sn
bFþbS ;
8><
>: ð22Þ
can only be used with a Dirichlet/Dirichlet couple of boundary
conditions:
and
8n 2 f1;NFg; TnI;F ¼ HT U0I;S;U0I;F ; T0Sn ; T0Fn
 
;
8n 2 f1;NSg; TnI;S ¼ HT U0I;S;U0I;F ; T0Sn ; T0Fn
 
:
8><
>: ð23Þ
Scheme H also fulfils condition (7).
The use of adiabatic wall temperature. In schemes F, G andH,
the temperature of the fluid is assessed as a static temperature
(T0Fn or T
0
I;F). However, U ¼ h Tp ÿ Taw
ÿ 
is the convective heat flux
(with convection coefficient h) across a surface of temperature
Tp, wetted by a flow of adiabatic wall temperature Taw. It could
therefore be attractive to use T0aw ¼ T0Fn 1þ Cr cÿ12 M0Fn
 2 
instead
of the static temperature T0Fn (Cr is the recovery factor, MFn is the
Mach number in cell Fn). This would be especially true for Robin
conditions.
If a coarse grid is used, the heat flux could be computed more
accurately. If the grid is refined, T0aw is almost equal to T
0
Fn
because
M0Fn is small in the vicinity of the wall. The heat flux is then almost
unaffected.
Nevertheless, Cr depends on the simulated case (geometry, lam-
inar or turbulent flow). Moreover, using T0aw instead of T
0
Fn
may not
improve the computation of T I for all interpolation schemes. Even-
tually, in most cases, it may be better not to rely on this option to
compensate for a poor mesh refinement.
Schemes F (which is recommend here) andH will be compared
to scheme G, which is usually used in the literature, in Section 5.6.
Besides, the results produced by the use of static and adiabatic wall
temperatures will illustrate the discussion of the current section.
4.2. The conservative correction method
The Finite Volume Method ensures conservativity inside the
domains. The corrective method described in Section 3.3
allows conservative coupled computations. This method computes
the corrective energies DES for the solid and DEF for the fluid. DES
and DEF can be assigned as corrective increments of temperature
in the adjacent cells (of volume V): DTSn ¼ ÿ
DES
qScSVS
and DTFn ¼
ÿ DEF
qFcpFVF
. Directly adding DT to the temperature of the adjacent
cell could require alteration to the fluid and solid solvers. The cor-
rected version of the original scheme F (Eq. (18))
T I ¼ FT U0I;S;U0I;F ; T0I;S þ DTSn ; T0I;F þ DTFn
 
;
UI ¼ FU U0I;S;U0I;F ; T0I;S þ DTSn ; T0I;F þ DTFn
 
;
hI ¼ UI
TIÿ T0I;Fþ
U0
I;F
hF
þDTFn
  ;
T I;ref ¼ T0I;F þ DTFn ;
UI;ref ¼ ÿU0I;F ;
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð24Þ
is a less intrusive approach which achieves the pre-update correc-
tion (Fig. 6).
It is also possible to apply the correction as an additional heat
flux at the interface. For a particular face (of area S) at this inter-
face, at each time step n,
UnI;S;c ¼
DES
Ssnc
and UnI;F;c ¼
DEF
Ssnc
; ð25Þ
where sc is a characteristic time. If 8n; snc ¼ Dt (duration of the
cycle), the corrective energy is homogeneously distributed all along
the cycle. An amount of energy
dt
Dt
DE is transferred at each time
step of duration dt (DE ¼ DES in the solid or DEF in the fluid). DE
can also be distributed according to a geometric progression if at
each step n, a proportion jDEn of the remaining energy
DEn ¼ ð1ÿ jÞnÿ1DE is transferred. In this case, sc ¼ dt
jð1ÿ jÞnÿ1
(j 20;1½). The corrective fluxes thus read UnI;S;c ¼
jð1ÿ jÞnÿ1DES
Sdt
and UnI;F;c ¼
jð1ÿ jÞnÿ1DEF
Sdt
. The post-update correction is
achieved for j ¼ 1: the whole corrective energy is assigned at the
first iteration of the cycle.
UnI;S;c and U
n
I;F;c are added to the heat flux at the interface (for
instance on the solid side and by using scheme F) in the following
way:
or
8n 2 f1;NSg; UnI;S ¼ FUðU0I;S;U0I;F ; T0I;S; T0I;FÞ þUnI;S;c;
8n 2 f1;NSg; UnI;S ¼ UnI;S;c ÿU0I;Fþ
FUðU0I;S;U0I;F ; T0I;S; T0I;FÞ
FTðU0I;S;U0I;F ; T0I;S; T0I;FÞ ÿ T0I;F þ
U0I;F
hF
  TnI;S ÿ T0I;F ;
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð26Þ
which is a new corrected version of the Neumann and Robin condi-
tions of Eq. (18). In the case of scheme G, the same approach can be
used to obtain a corrected version of the Robin condition of Eq. (20).
This method implies that no Dirichlet condition is selected in the
domain that receives the correction.
4.3. Coupling methodology
The coupling method must be stable and accurate. Stability is
mainly linked to the selection of the couple of boundary conditions
and to the parameters of the conservative correction method (spa-
tial and temporal distribution). Indeed, a stability analysis which
was partially presented in reference [17] shows that:
1. the couple of boundary conditions ensuring the most
robust computations is: a Robin condition for the solid
and a Dirichlet condition for the fluid. This observation is
quite usual [7,20], except that, here, a conservative correc-
tion method is included;
2. the most robust corrective approach is provided by a dis-
tributed correction (Fig. 6) assigned as a heat flux on the
solid side of the interface (and only on this side) as follows:
UnI;S;c ¼
DES
SDt
and UnI;F;c ¼ 0: ð27Þ
To that end, the weighting coefficient is k ¼ 0, which means
that the energy actually transferred across the interface during
the cycle is computed on the fluid side (Fig. 5, Eq. (10)). Besides,
the homogeneous temporal distribution of corrective energy is
retained because it releases the whole energy the most robust
way. It must ne noted that the pre-update and post-update
corrections can produce slightly more accurate solutions than the
distributed correction but they are less robust. As a conse-
quence, the coupling boundary conditions are deduced from Eqs.
(17), (18) and (27):
and
8n 2 f1;NFg; TnI;F ¼ FT U0I;S;U0I;F ; T0I;S; T0I;F
 
;
8n 2 f1;NSg; UnI;S ¼ hF TnI;S ÿ T0I;F
 
ÿU0I;F þ DESSDt ;
8><
>: ð28Þ
and the global coupling methodology is depicted in Fig. 7. It must be
pointed out that, apart from the calculation of the energy trans-
ferred across the interface during cycles (ES and EF), this methodol-
ogy is not very intrusive into the solvers.
Considerations of accuracy determine the selection of scheme F
and the use of a conservative approach in the current methodology,
as will be illustrated in the following section.
5. Accuracy
The numerical results of the current method are compared with
the analytical results provided by Pozzi et al. [1]. This test-case is
intrinsically unsteady and is therefore appropriate to assess the
accuracy of the current method.
5.1. Analytical case
In the considered analytical case, an infinite thick plate is
wetted by a laminar flow impulsively accelerated to a constant
Mach number M1. The physical parameters are: M1 ¼ 3,
Pr ¼ 0:72; c ¼ 1:4; p ¼ b
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Re1
p
kFðT1Þ
LkS
¼ 1; tfs ¼ aS
b V
!
1


¼ 1 (aS is the
thermal diffusivity of the solid: aS ¼ kSqScS
) and he ¼ Te ÿ T1
T1
¼ 2.
Pr and Re1 ¼
q1L V
!
1


lFðT1Þ
are the Prandtl and Reynolds numbers,
respectively. b is the plate thickness and L is a characteristic length
(L ¼ b). V!1
  and T1 are the flow velocity and the temperature far
from the plate. he is the relative non-dimensional temperature
enforced at the rear face of the thick plate (Te is the dimensional
temperature at this point). p and tfs are two non-dimensional
groups defined by Pozzi et al. as the main parameters of conjugate
heat transfer problems.
Pozzi et al. obtained analytical results in compressible condi-
tions thanks to the Stewartson - Dorodnitsyn transformation
which requires a linear dependence of fluid thermal conductivity
and viscosity with respect to temperature. As a consequence,
lFðTÞ ¼ l1
T
T1
.
At t ¼ 0 s, the flow Mach number suddenly becomes M1 ¼ 3
and the temperature is h1 ¼ 0 everywhere except at the rear face
where he ¼ 2. To compare the numerical approach to the analytical
results, the main criterion will be the time-evolution of the non-
dimensional temperature h ¼ T I ÿ T1
T1
at the solid/fluid interface
with respect to the non-dimensional time s ¼
t V
!
1


L
. The numeri-
cal solution hn will thus be compared to the analytical solution [1]
haðsÞ ¼ hw0 1ÿ #
X1
n¼0
ÿAð Þn erfc nþ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tfss
p
 !" #
þ #he
X1
n¼0
ÿAð Þn erfc 2nþ 1
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tfss
p
 !
; ð29Þ
where hw0 ¼ haw K1þK is the initial solution, haw ¼
2
V
!
1
 2
cpFT1
arctan
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
Pr
ÿ 1
q 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
Pr
ÿ 1
q is the non-dimensional adiabatic wall
temperature, # ¼ 2
1þK ;A ¼
1ÿK
1þK and K ¼ p
ffiffiffiffi
tfs
p ffiffiffiffiffi
Pr
p
.
5.2. Main parameters for the simulations
The method described in the current paper has been assessed
on this test-case. The conservation laws (1) presented in Sec-
tion 2.1 are numerically solved in the solid and fluid domains.
The coupling method described in Section 4.3 is used to fulfil con-
dition (3) at the interface of the solid and fluid domains. Then,
unless explicitly specified, interpolation scheme F is used accord-
ing to Eq. (28).
The simulations were performed at a pressure P1 ¼ 101325 Pa
and with b ¼ 0:05 m, T1 ¼ 300 K and l1 ¼ 1:808 10ÿ5 Pa s. An
extrapolation condition was used at the top boundary of the fluid
domain (Fig. 8). The semi-infinite geometry was modeled by the
use of periodicity conditions at both left and right ends of the
domain.
The computations were performed on three grids described in
Table 1. The finest one is shown in Fig. 8. Due to the semi-infinite
Fig. 7. Coupling methodology. hI ¼ hF , T I;ref ¼ T0I;F ;UI;ref ¼ ÿU0I;F .
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Fig. 8. Mesh for the verification case.
configuration, only the transverse direction (Y) needs to be refined.
There are five points in the streamwise direction for all three grids.
The fluid and solid meshes were generated with matching nodes.
The solid meshes are uniform (dS is the cell size in the transverse
direction). In the fluid domain, the cell size increases from the wall
(dF) to the far-field, according to a geometrical law of common
ratio 1.05.
The flow was integrated with an explicit forward Euler method
which admits a CFL condition r < 1 [16]. Here, r ¼ 0:6. A first-
order HLLC upwind scheme (Harten Lax Van Leer scheme, version
by Toro [23]) was used. Time integration of the solid was also per-
formed with an explicit method. Thus, the integration Fourier
number a ¼ aSdt
dx2
must be smaller than 0.5. Here, a ¼ 0:4.
No turbulence model was used, since the case is laminar. This
prevents the problems discussed in Section 4.1.1, related to wall
functions.
5.3. Influence of the grid refinement
The computations were performed on the three grids in case dt0
(defined in Table 2). In this case, there is a single time step per
cycle in both fluid and solid domains: Dt ¼ dtF ¼ dtS.
All the simulations with scheme G are rather inaccurate
(Fig. 9(b)). For scheme F, apart from a discrepancy in the early part
of the computation, there is very little difference between the
results on the fine and medium grids. As a consequence, most of
the following discussion will be based on computations on the
medium grid (which are cheaper). The simulations on the coarsest
grid are clearly inaccurate, which disqualifies this mesh. It is also
interesting to observe that, for the coarse grid, the results of
schemes F and G are very similar.
Moreover, with scheme F, the simulations on the fine and med-
ium grids exhibit a non-physical peak of temperature in the first
moments of the computation (Fig. 9(a)). The reason is linked to
issues of grid cell size, as will be explained in the following section.
5.4. Resolution of the unsteady boundary layer
The thickness d of the laminar boundary layer over an infinite
flat plate theoretically increases over time (t) as follows [24]:
d ’ 3:64 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffimFtp : ð30Þ
mF ¼ lFqF is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Fig. 10 shows that
the boundary layer is under-resolved in the beginning of all the
computations: d=dF is smaller than 1, which means that the size
of the first cell is larger than the boundary layer. For the coarse
grid, this problem is encountered during almost the whole compu-
tation, which explains that the simulation cannot be accurate.
For the other grids, the bad resolution of the boundary layer is
temporary and triggers peaks of temperature. For the medium grid,
h increases to 1:27 at s ¼ 3:7  10ÿ4, whereas the analytical solution
is 0:73. At this time, d ’ 4dF and yþ ’ 3 (also shown in Fig. 10). For
Table 1
Grids used for the computations.
Grid Solid part Fluid part
Number of points Size, dS (m) Number of points Size, dF (m)
Fine 5 50 10ÿ3 5 244 1:7  10ÿ8
Medium 5 5 10ÿ2 5 160 10ÿ6
Coarse 5 5 10ÿ2 5 40 5  10ÿ5
Table 2
Cycle time steps for the simulations.
DtðsÞ Grid Ds Number of cells in the boundary layer
at the end of the first cycle
dt0 5  10ÿ13 Fine 9:37  10ÿ9 0
2  10ÿ10 Medium 3:75  10ÿ6 0
1:6  10ÿ8 Coarse 3:00  10ÿ4 0
dt1 3:2  10ÿ8 Medium 6  10ÿ4 3
dt2 2:92  10ÿ7 Medium 5:5  10ÿ3 7
dt3 3:2  10ÿ6 Medium 6  10ÿ2 17
Fig. 9. Influence of the grid refinement, case dt0 .
the fine grid, the phenomenon is restricted to very early times but
the maximum value of h is even larger, 1.77, at s ¼ 6:15  10ÿ7
(d ’ 13dF and yþ ’ 0:16). The numerical error decreases as the res-
olution of the boundary layer gets better (as d=dF increases or yþ
decreases). This study does not quantify a threshold value for
d=dF and yþ, but at least a few points in the boundary layer seem
to be required during the whole computation.
A major goal of the current paper is to assess the accuracy of our
coupling method and to demonstrate that it is efficient. The follow-
ing section will thus deal with the sensitivity of the results of this
method with respect to several parameters. Moreover, the compu-
tations presented in Section 5.3 have already shown that our
method is more accurate than the usual method (scheme G). This
point will be discussed more thoroughly in Section 5.6.
5.5. Influence of the duration of cycles and of the conservative
correction
Figs. 11 and 12 show the influence of the coupling frequency on
the accuracy of simulations. Dimensional and non-dimensional
cycle durations (Dt and Ds) are provided in Table 2 for cases dt0
to dt3. Eq. (30) has been used to assess the number of cells included
in the boundary layer at the end of the first cycle (which is also
mentioned in Table 2). The problem of the temporarily under-
resolved boundary layer, discussed in the previous section, was
only encountered in case dt0. In case dt1, there are already three
cells in the boundary layer at the end of the first cycle. Therefore,
the peak of temperature does not occur (Fig. 11).
But as a counterpart, if the conservative correction method is
not used, it is clear that increasing Dt from case dt0 to case dt3 leads
to a significant reduction in the accuracy of the computation dur-
ing the major part of the simulation (Fig. 12): the relative error
e ¼ hn ÿ ha
ha
increases when Dt becomes larger.
The influence of the conservative corrections on accuracy is sig-
nificant. Fig. 12 shows that, for the non-conservative approach, the
relative error decreases by about one order from case dt2 to case
dt1. But the accuracy of the conservative computation in case dt2
and of the non-conservative simulation in case dt1 is of the same
order (although the coupling steps are around ten times less fre-
quent in the second case). The same conclusion is given by the
comparison between simulations dt1 and dt0. This test-case thus
shows that the conservative method improves accuracy while
reducing the frequency of the coupling steps.
5.6. Dependence on the scheme
The influence of the spatial discretization scheme has been
assessed on the medium grid in case dt1. For instance, using an
AUSM scheme instead of an HLLC scheme does not significantly
affect the results.
A major issue is the influence of the interpolation scheme. The
computations with schemes F;G andH (schemes presented in Sec-
tions 4.1.2 and 4.1.3) are compared in Fig. 13. The usual scheme (G)
has been tested with and without conservative corrections, even if
most authors use a non-conservative approach. Fig. 13 shows that
scheme F is the most accurate one. Besides, conservative correc-
tions improve the results produced by scheme G. It is also true
for schemeH, which is only slightly more accurate than scheme G.
An additional remark is that the results produced by scheme G
in case dt0 are better on the medium grid than on the fine one
(Fig. 9). Likewise, on the medium grid, scheme G is slightly more
accurate in case dt1 than in case dt0. These counter-intuitive results
are probably due to the low resolution of the boundary layer in the
very beginning of the calculations. But a better understanding of
this numerical behavior would require a thorough investigation
which is beyond the scope of the current paper.
It should be pointed out that, although built after physical con-
siderations, schemeH is less accurate than scheme F. The problem
is linked to an issue already raised in Section 4.1.3. Indeed, the ana-
lytical solution (Eq. (29)) shows that the initial temperature is
T Iðt¼0sÞ¼bFTawðt¼0sÞþbSTSðt¼0sÞ
bFþbS
–
bFTFðt¼0sÞþbSTSðt¼0sÞ
bFþbS
;
ð31Þ
which differs from Eq. (21) used for schemeH (Eq. (22)) because the
adiabatic wall temperature Taw must be used instead of the static
temperature TF . The poor accuracy of scheme H is thus mainly a
consequence of the large flow velocity, which implies a noticeable
difference between Taw and TF . Schemes F;G and H usually do not
account for this effect. Of course, none of them accurately assesses
the initial interface temperature.
However, Fig. 14 shows that, as expected in Section 4.1.3, using
Taw does not systematically improve the accuracy of the simula-
tions. The initial temperature produced by scheme FðU0I;S,
U0I;F ; T
0
I;S; T
0
awÞ is too large (whereas it is too small when using
F U0I;S;U
0
I;F ; T
0
I;S; T
0
I;F
 
). In general for scheme F, using the static tem-
perature produces slightly better results than using the adiabatic
wall temperature.
Fig. 10. d=dF and yþ with respect to non-dimensional time, case dt0 .
On the contrary, H U0I;S;U
0
I;F ; T
0
Sn
; T0aw
 
is slightly more accurate
than H U0I;S;U
0
I;F ; T
0
Sn
; T0Fn
 
. The initial temperature is especially
computed very accurately (as expected from Eq. (31)). However,
regardless of the selected temperature, scheme F becomes more
accurate than scheme H after a short time. Besides, the recovery
factor for the laminar boundary layer over a flat plate has been
inferred from Pozzi’s paper [1]: Cr ¼
4arctan
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
Pr
ÿ 1
q 
p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
Pr
ÿ 1
q (which is
close to the usual value
ffiffiffiffiffi
Pr
p
). But it must be recalled that Cr
depends on the case.
Itmust also be noted that using Taw insteadof TFn does not notice-
ably change the results for scheme G. This is not surprising: the use
of Taw was expected to especially affect Robin boundary conditions
(Section 4.1.3). But whereas the Dirichlet boundary condition is
affected by the use of Taw in GT , the Robin boundary condition,which
depends neither on GT nor on GU, remains unaffected (Eq. (20)).
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Fig. 11. Relative temperature at the solid/fluid interface with respect to reduced time: analytical and numerical results. Medium grid, scheme F.
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Fig. 13. Dependence on the interpolation scheme. Medium grid, case dt1.
As a conclusion, all these comparisons show that scheme F
(used with static temperature) is the most efficient interpolation
scheme.
5.7. Main keys to successful coupled simulations
A poor accuracy of the fluid computation (for instance because
of a temporary bad resolution of the boundary layer or because of
turbulence [25]) leads to rather large errors in heat flux and tem-
perature at the solid/fluid interface. For this reason, the duration
of cycles Dt must not be too large compared to the physical dura-
tion of the phenomenon. For instance in case dt3, although stable,
the computation is not accurate at all (Fig. 11).
Dt must not be too small either. Indeed, if Dt is large enough,
the temporal discretization of the two domains is limited by
their own stability condition, which ensures optimal calculation
for all solvers. Moreover, as already discussed by Duchaine
et al. [15], decreasing the frequency of coupling steps allows to
reduce the time consumed by coupling routines, and conse-
quently to reduce the global computational cost. In the case dis-
cussed in this paper, the most appropriate option consists in
using the cycle duration of case dt1 along with conservative cor-
rections. The results are as accurate as in case dt0, although the
number of coupling steps is 160 times smaller. Of course, the
choice of Dt depends on the physics of the computed case. But
this test-case shows that a conservative approach allows to
increase the duration of cycles.
6. Conclusion
A methodology of numerical coupling has been developed for
applications of unsteady conjugate heat transfer. It is mainly based
on a parallel coupling strategy. The fluid and solid solvers are
simultaneously run and the boundary conditions are periodically
updated at their interface. This method is particularly efficient
for unsteady computations, since it does not require the use of
an iterative method at each time step. At the interface, the bound-
ary conditions are usual (Dirichlet, Neumann or Robin). They are
assigned a value given by an interpolation scheme which must ful-
fil a consistency condition. Several interpolation schemes have
been defined and assessed in this article. The best scheme is con-
sistent with the spatial discretization of the coupled solvers.
Moreover, heat flux is not strictly conserved at the solid/fluid
interface. This is due to the independent behaviors of the solvers
between the updates of their interface condition. A corrective
method has been developed in order to maintain the intrinsic con-
servativity of the Finite Volume Method at the interface bound-
aries. The corrective process is based, first, on the evaluation of
the difference between the heat fluxes on the two sides of the
interface and, second, on the use of corrective fluxes.
To obtain a robust method, the fluid domains will usually
receive a Dirichlet boundary condition at the interface and the
solid domains will receive a Robin boundary condition. For the
same reason, the whole corrective fluxes will also be assigned to
the solid domains.
A verification of the coupling method has been carried out in
this paper. In the case of an infinite thick plate wetted by a sud-
denly accelerated flow, evidence has been given that the proposed
interpolation scheme is particularly efficient and that the conser-
vative method leads to a significant gain in accuracy.
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